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Tho orfeoi o f a slowly varying axial magnetic field on the stability o f a gravitating 
cylinder iH considered. In tho case o f axisymmotric disturbances it is found that 
whenever the system is unstable the effect o f this small inhomogeneity o f tho field 
IS to add to tho instability o f the system. Further, an mcreaao in tho magnitude of 
of tho magnetic field docToaaes the wave number thereby stabilizing the long wave 
length disliirbanooB. In the case of two dimensional disturbances it is found that 
tho stability o f the system is not influenood by tho functional form /(r), r being the 
radial co-ordinate, o f tho axial magnetic field within tho cylinder, in the abaonoo of 
surface currents.
I n t r o d u c t io n
The problem of tho stability of a gi-avitatiiig cylinder in tho presence of a magnetic 
field has boon the subject of extensive study duo to its importance in many astro- 
physical phenomena Chandrasekhar & Fermi (1963) have discussed the problem 
subject to the influence of a uniform axial magnetic field. Auluck & Kothari
(1957) have investigated tho problem in the absence of surface currents for both 
poloidal and toroidal magnetic fields using the energy method. They find that 
the effect of the magnetic field is to increase the stability of the system. Chakra- 
borty & Bhatnagar (1960) have investigated the effect of uniform volume current 
and surface charge on the stability of a self gravitating liquid column using the 
method of normal modes They find that the system is unstable against axisym- 
metrio disturbances of all wave lengths lying in some definite interval.
In part A of this paper we have studied the stability of an infinitely long 
incompressible and infinitely conducting gravitating cylinder in the presence of 
a twisted magnetic field. We have assumed that the axial magnetic field prevail­
ing inside the cylinder varies slowly in space. Applying the method of normal 
modes we have studied the effect of this small inhomogeneity (in the axial mag­
netic field) on the longitudinal stability of tho system. In part B we have discussed 
the stability of the system against azimuthal disturbances. In this case we have 
made no assumption on the nature of the axial magnetic field prevailing inside the 
cylinder.
*Present address ; School o f Mathematics, Military College o f  Engineering Dapodi, 
Poono-31.
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Initial state
We consider the longitudinal stability of an infinite cylinder which is infinitely 
conducting and self gravitating under the influence of the following magnetic field 
configurations
=  [0, Br,
BR^
ir < R )
^0“^^ =  [ 0, ] (r >  JR)
(2.1)
(2 .2 )
where the superscripts (i) and (o) denote the inside and the outside of the cylinder, 
R the radius and B, Hq and are constants. Taking as the standard mag­
netic field, R as the characteristic length and as the characteristic pressure, 
(2.1) and (2.2) can be written as
“  fO, Ar, 1—ar-2] (r <  1) 
=  [0, Air, l - a l  (r >  1)
(2.3)
(2.4)
where A — BRjH^ and a — \ H^R j^H .^ The dimensiouless pressure inside the 
cylinder is given by
=  a(r3-l)+a2/2.(l-r^)+Aa(l-r2)+yff/2.(l-r2), (r <  1) (2.40
and
wiiere fi =  2nGpR^ lfiHQ^  and the dimensionless gravitational potentials inside 
and outside the cylinder are respectively given by
^o«) =  J ( l -r O  ( r < l )  ... (2.5)
^0^0) = - I n  r. ( r > l )  ... (2.6)
Linearised Equations
The equations governing the small perturbation in the physical quantities 
inside the eylcinder are
+2a.rH,-2AH,+^
+2^Sr,
at oz
^ - 2 a r S r + f i  ^ .dt ' dz dz oz
(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)
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... (3.i)
... (3.5)
(5iA ,, 2\
-o t   ^ fe ’ ... (3.6)
5iifl /n ov dVa _ _ « = ( l - a r » ) ... (3.7)
... (3.8)
... (3.8a)
E -{- V X H q ^  0, ... (3 8b)
whore v ~  (t;^ , Vg, V2 ), H — (Hr, Hg, II2 ), 0 and E  are perturbations in velocity^ 
magnetic field, pressure, gravitational potential and th(? electric field respectively, 
it  may be noted that for characteristic velocity we have taken the Alfv6n velocity.
Wo assume that the disturbances are o f the type 
whore o) is the frequency and k is the wave number, 
(3.1)— (3.8b) reduce to the following form
X =  x(r) exp(iw^+^Az), 
so that the equations
iwJr =  _ ^ + ( l_ a r > )  ( i k E r -  ^  ) - A  -f-
dr \ dr 1 dr ir^ e)
+ 2 a fH , -2 A 0 j+ /J - ^ , (3.9)
itDVg =  ik (l—(xr^)Hg-\-2AHr, (3.10)
icovz =  ~ ik p — ikXrHg—2a,rHr-hikfi^, (3.11)
1/r . dfdr . (rVr)-\-ikv2 =  0, (3.12)
iuiHr — ik(\~oLr^)vr, (3.13)
i(j)Hg =  ik (l—ar )^Vg, (3.14)
ioillz — ~ l / r  . dfdr . {r(\—0Lr'^ )vr}, (3.16)
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^  +  u X Ho =  0. ... (3.15b)
In passing wo noto that equations (3.6) and (3.8) are quivalent in view of equa­
tion (3.5) so we shall drop equation (3.5).
From equations (3.9)— (3.15) we have
r2{a>2-fc2(i_ar3)2}^'^»- + { o > 2 r -P r ( l -a r 2 ) ( l _ 5 a r 2 ) }
dr^  dr
+{A ;*r2(l— ar'-®)®— oj®-— to^Fr^-f-lc2(l— ar2)(l -|-3ar‘*)
. 4 A W ( l - a r 2 ) 2  | -
dVf
... (3.16)
We shall assume that a is very small wj that its squares and higher powers 
can be neglected. Expanding the physical quantities involved in powers of a 
we have
V =  Vq - f  ct Vi -l-0(a**),
P =  ^o+a?i+0(a2),
fi -  Ho+aHi-fO(a2), 
^ =  0o+a0i+O(a2),
(3 17)
E =  H o+ai?i+0(a“),
oj =  ci)oH~a6[Ji4-0(a®).
Substituting (3.17) in (3.16) and separating the various order terms we have
dr^
%  I 1 <**'r0 _  f M _  4-  ^ \ B = 0 .. (3.18)
dr^  ^ r dr I (V ~ A :T  rM "
Zeroeih order solidions
^r, =  AI,[lr) -  (*.l)
where A ia an arbitrary constant of integration, / j  the modified Besael function
01 order unity and r  — •
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Now from (3.9)-(3.16), (3.17) and (4.1) we have
 ^ 2ikXA
—
iM
k
K  =  ISr).<Jiio
^  _  2-iAfcM j  .T V
K  =  * -
 ^ o l  I r .TV
-  ^  w -
(4.2)
Again from (3.15a) and (3.17) we get
and
Solving (4.3) wo get
- j % - + -  =  0.dr^  r dr
1 =  0.
dr^  r dr
^0 — J
... (4.3)
(4.3a)
"... (4.4)
where is an arbitrary constant of integration. Similarly from (3.16b), (3.17) 
and (4.2) we have
n  lA^r j  ,T V I \^A\JC j  n  \
=  AlSr),
E „ =  —A\rl^{lr).
... (4.5)
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Sohution of first order equations 
From (3.19) and (4.2) we have
361
where
JIT 4^^"
’  («*0*-**) ’
and
(5.1)
(5.2)
jl^ __ IG^A^A j^ OJoCOj
Equation (6.1) yields (Mclachlan 1934).
Iiilr)+M,' i j !  U lr)+M ,‘ ISA, (6.3)
where i f . '  = J/x«» ’ and ^
Thus to this order of approximation, we got
ir =  ^ / , («»•)+«{ J fj' ISA +M ^ ^  ^  /x(*»-)}. ... (5.4)
Similarly, w© can find the other physical variables to this order of approximation. 
Solutions in vacuum
Curl H==0. ... (6.1)
Div / /  =  0, ... (6.2)
Div E =  0, ... (6.3)
Curl 7  a s
® = " - 3 T ’
... (6.3)
and == 0, ... (6.4)
where IJ, E and ^  are the disturbances in the magnetic field, the electric field
and the gravitational potential, respectively.
Solving (6.1)^(6.4), we get
H =  [-Gkk^ikr), 0, iCkko{kr)]
^ - [iDkiih-), -wCki{hr),Dko(kr)l 
and ^  — Ekjcr)
where (7, D and E are arbitrary constants of integration.
Boundary conditions
The equation of the disturbed boundary is l-l-(f5r) exp (iojt-fifcs) and 
tlio linearised dynamical and electromagnetic boundary conditions are
n. [^ ] =  0,
7ix[//]+w x[-£fl =  J*
—> —► —► —► -
n. [E]-\-n.[E] =  q*,
nX[E]-^nX[E] =  u[H]+ u[Il] ,
--^~J*xH-i^*xH-\-q*E-{-q*E,
^ +2*^.dr dr
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and 71. v-\-n. V — u, ... (7.1)
where [ ] denotes the jump in the value of a physical quantity in going from the
—^ ^
inside of the cylinder to the outside vaccum. n, j*, q* and u deimte the unit 
outward normal to the unperturbed boundary, the surface current density before 
the disturbance, the surface charge density before the disturbance and the velo-
city of the unperturbed boundary respectively, n, j*, q* and u denote the per­
turbations in the unit outward normal, the surface current density, the surface
charge density and the velocity of the boundary respectively and H, denotes the 
mean of tlie magnetic field strength just inside and just outside the cylinder.
The iierturbation in the unit normal to the boundary is given by
n =  [0, 0, ^ ik S r  exp {ito t^ ik z )]. (7-2)
After applying the set of boundary conditions (7.1) at the disturbed boundary 
r =  exp(i<jji-\-ihz), we get the following dispersion relations
-  0. ... (7.3)
Ctfi =  ... (7.4)
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where
------------ e i * -----------1,(If ~T2W '^
„  _  / „ (« ) ! , (J) III)
(7.5)
Discussion oi' IIjssiilts
We have diseussed the following cases 
(i) A =  0 :
In this case the azimuthal component of the initial magnetic field is zero. 
The dispersion relations (7.3) and (7.4) have the following forms respectively,
If,{k) kifjc)
k
(8.1)
f n A r m  1* -  (8-2)
From (8.1) it follows that the system is stable for all values of/c >  1.0668 what- 
c\rer positive value y? may take. In case h <C 1.0668 the system is stable if
and unstable if
^  {  h ( k ) \ ( k ) { 2 I J i k ) U k ) - \ }  } ’
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Now (8.2) implies that the effect of the inhomogeneity is to increase the frequency 
of stable oscillations and if the system is unstable its effect is to increase the 
growth of instability by a multiple of tui*
(ii) A =  0, /? --= 0
When the azimuthal magnetic field and the gravitational force are absent, 
the dispersion relations (7.3) and (7.4) take the forms
and
OJi — ±
ioW KW
{ / „ ( * )  i # )  1’ (8.3)
(8.4)
From (8.3) it follows that the system is stable for all real positive values of the wave 
number k and (8.4) shows that inhomogoneity adds to stability o f the system.
(hi) A 7 ^ 0 ,y ?^ 0
Wo find that {A;“±2A^}], is root of (7.5). This implies that the system 
is stable for all wave numbers k >  2\ and unstable for all wave numbers k <2A 
In case k >  2A the effect of the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field is to add to' 
the stability of the system and if A <  2A its effect is to enhance the growth rate 
of instability by a multiple of
=  ± [ l +
2BThus defining a critical wave number ^  we find that an increase in the
■Uq
magnitude of the magnetic field decreases the wave number thereby stabilizing 
long wave length disturbances.
(iv) A 0, /? 0,« #  0
We find that for stable modes the frequency of oscillations is increased by the 
inlaomogeneity of the magnetic field. Further, for such modes we find that (i) 
for fixed values of A and /? as the wave number k increases the frequency of stable 
oscillations also increases, (ii) for fixed A and k the frequency increases when P 
increases, and (iii) for fixed values of /? and k the frequency Increases as A increases 
(tables 1, 2 and 3).
P a e t  B
In this part we have studied the disturbances of the type X{r) 
where m is the aximuthal wave number.
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TABLE 3
I>. K. Bhat
P =  2 0000 A 0 9000 p =  2.0000 A =  2.0000
k “ o’* tui tHo** “ X
.1 0.04962 ±.07272 0.06327 ±■09099
.3 0.26404 ±.08013 0 32167 ±  10166
.6 0,54211 ±.08888 0.74436 ±.17123
.7 0.89223 ±  .09227 1.31802 ± .19773
.9 1 41130 ± .10012 2.10374 ± .21023
1 1.41130 ±.13235 2.62731 ±.26155
3 12 60422 ±  20007 17.14323 ± .29002
6 32.25507 ±.23135 41.38087 ±  31013
Starling with the magnetic field configuration given by (2 3) and (2.4) wo have 
solved tlie linearised perturbation equations governing the system. After applying
tlie boundary conditions (7.1) at the perturbed boundary r ^  l+((^r) exp (?‘ajt+ 
imO), wo got the following dispersion relation :
ai2 =  (w - l){ 2 m A 2 + /i} . .. .  (9.1 )•
This implies that the system is stable for all wave numbers m >  1. Further 
we note that the frequency of stable oscillations does not depend on the axial 
magnetic field prevailing inside the system Thus whatever be the functional 
form /(r) of the axial magnetic field inside tlie system, the stability of the system 
against azimuthal disturbances is not influenced by the same (in the absence of 
surface currents).
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